
ISSUE NAME PROGRAM DATES TIME DURATION
ENGLISH/S

PANISH

LOCAL PSA SALVATION ARMY
RECRUITING 
VOLUNTEERS

4/1/22 - 
6/30/22

12A-12P :30 ENG

LOCAL PSA CRIME STOPPERS
CRIME 

STOPPERS OF 
MESA COUNTY

4/1/22 - 
6/30/22

12A-12P :30 ENG

STATE PSA
COLORADO 
HOUSING 

CONNECTS

COLORADO 
BROADCATERS 
ASSOCIATION

4/1/22 - 
6/30/22

12A-12P :30 ENG

NATIONAL PSA
WILDFIRE 

PREVENTION 
(2 VARIATIONS)

AD COUNCIL
4/1/22 - 
6/30/22

12A-12P :30 ENG

NATIONAL PSA
EMERGENCY 

PREPAREDNESS 
(2 VARIATIONS)

AD COUNCIL
4/1/22 - 
6/30/22

12A-12A :30 ENG

NATIONAL PSA
DRUG-IMPAIRED 

DRIVING 
PREVENTION

AD COUNCIL
4/1/22 - 
6/30/22

12A-12P :30 ENG

In recent years, devastating earthquakes, tornadoes, floods and wildfires 
have highlighted the need for all Americans, regardless of background or 

location, to prepare for natural disaster. However, according to the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), half of Americans have not 

discussed or developed a family emergency plan. Since 2003, our campaign 
has empowered individuals, families, small businesses, and communities to 

prepare for both natural and man-made disasters. 

Although several states have legalized marijuana use, driving when impaired 
by any substance remains illegal in all 50 states and in Washington, D.C. 

Many marijuana users don’t see a problem with driving after use, but 
research shows marijuana can slow reaction time, impair judgment of 

distance, and decrease coordination. This campaign targets young men aged 
18 to 35, many of whom reject the common stereotypes of marijuana users - 

and reminds viewers that if you feel different, you drive different. Don't 
drive high.
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DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE

PSA to recruit new volunteers for The Salvation Army in the Grand Junction 
and Delta areas. Searching for volunteers to help with the food pantry and 

the thrift shop. 

PSAs that help Crimestoppers of Mesa County find information and get tips 
about recent crimes that have happened locally. Updated bi-weekly with 

new spot/new case. 

PSA giving information about Colorado Housing Connects, which provides 
free legal help, counseling and financial resources for Colorado Residents 

who are having trouble paying their rent or mortgage.

For more than 75 years, Smokey Bear has protected our forests and 
promoted wildfire prevention. Smokey’s message remains relevant today, as 
nearly nine out of ten wildfires nationwide are caused by humans and can be 

prevented. Whether we’re passing the time in public lands or in our own 
backyards, we all have a role to play in keeping our safe places safe by acting 

responsibly and doing our part to help prevent wildfires.


